ATM Ant-Malware

Protect from hackers
using our lockdown
facility and enhanced
alerts

Rapid to deploy,
integrated solution that
comes preconfigured
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ATM PROTECTION:DESIGNED FOR ATMS WITH SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
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Key features and benefits:
 ATMs are locked down using ATMInsight-Protect’s system lockdown facility
 Unlike other providers/programs, ATMInsight-Protect does not rely on malware being pre-discovered by a vendor and malware list
being updated





Complete lockdown of system means no risk of out-of-date signature files (common with modern malware detection software)






ATMInsight-Protect does not rely on traditional heuristics methods as these require the malware to be already identified beforehand

Malware is detected immediately and alerts sent out using SMS and email using a hierarchal method
Malicious software cannot ‘hijack’ the ATM as the ATMInsight-Protect will send alerts and shutdown the ATM if abnormalities are
detected
ATMInsight-Protect is specifically designed for ATMs (and SSTs) only
ATMInsight-Protect is not a security patch but an integral part of our ATMInsight Advanced ATM Monitoring solution
Resistant to polymorphic malware (malware that constantly changes, making it difficult to detect with standard anti-malware
programs)
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Superior anti-malware
By combining signature-based
detection, plus pattern-based
and proactive measures

